Assignment 3

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Who among the following thinkers has said that men are neither heroes nor gods; though they share some attributes of both?  f point
   - Aristotle
   - Socrates
   - Plato
   - Kant

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted answer:
   Aristotle

2) According to Aristotle, which of the following is the primary form of association or unit?  f point
   - Village
   - Family
   - City State
   - Federation

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted answer:
   Family

3) What is Eudaimonia means in Greek?  f point
   - Virtue
   - Happiness
   - Truth
   - Beauty

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted answer:
   Happiness

4) Which of the following statements is true about Aristotle's thoughts on Oligarch?  f point
   - According to Aristotle, the laws which govern the Oligarch and the state are fundamentally different.
   - Oligarchs engage in productive activities of the economy to provide leisure time to make citizens to participate in politics.
   - Both (a) and (b)
   - Neither (a) nor (b)

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted answer:
   Both (a) and (b)

5) Which of the following statement is true about understanding Aristotle's ethical virtue?  f point
   - Certain actions to be just in itself
   - Certain action to be guided by motivations only
   - The end justifies the means
   - All of the above

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted answer:
   Certain actions to be just in itself

6) Who among the following thinkers has argued that man is, by nature, a social animal?  f point
   - Rousseau
   - Aristotle
   - Plato
   - Hobbes

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted answer:
   Aristotle

7) According to Aristotle, which of the following was the last had among the perverted form of polity?  f point
   - Tyranny
   - Kingship
   - Oligarchy
   - Democracy

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted answer:
   Democracy

8) Aristotle, in his book Politics, wrote about four key features of a polity, which ensure the legal arrangements for a good life. Which of the below option is not f point pair of these features?
   - Politics
   - Honor
   - Philosopher King
   - Founders

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted answer:
   Philosopher King

9) What was Aristotle's view on slavery?  f point
   - He strongly disapproved it
   - He considered it against nature
   - He considered it be natural
   - None of the above

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted answer:
   He considered it be natural

10) Aristotle propagated the golden mean principle, which means________?  f point
    - Avoiding of any extreme virtues
    - Being mean
    - Lived everywhere
    - None of the above

    No, the answer is incorrect.
    Score: 3
    Accepted answer:
    Avoiding of any extreme virtues